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ICommentsI
The Birth and Adoption Unemployment
Compensation Experiment: Did the
Department of Labor Go Too Far?
Erin P. Drew*
I. Introduction
The purpose of the Federal-State Unemployment Insurance
Program is to provide "unemployment benefits to eligible workers
who are unemployed through no fault of their own."1 The U.S.
Department of Labor has long recognized that in order to qualify
for unemployment compensation an individual must meet certain
requirements The claimant must have been a wage earner for an
* J.D. Candidate, 2002, The Dickinson School of Law of The Pennsylvania
State University; B.A., 1996, The Pennsylvania State University. The author
wishes to thank Professor Jane Rigler and Comments Editor Dean Batson for
their editorial review. The author also wishes to thank her husband, W. Brendan
Drew for his support throughout the writing process.
1. Department of Labor, State Unemployment Insurance, http://www.
workforcesecurity.doleta.gov/unemploy/uifactsheet.asp (last visited Oct. 9, 2001)
[hereinafter, DOL Unemployment Fact Sheet].
2. Federal Unemployment Tax Act (FUTA), 26 U.S.C. § 3304(a) (2000);
Extended Benefits in the Federal-State Unemployment Program, 20 C.F.R. §
615.8(g) (1)-(2) (2000); Birth and Adoption Unemployment Compensation: Final
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established period of time ("base period"), the claimant must be
unemployed through no fault of her own' and the claimant must be
"able to work" and "available for work."' Not all who satisfy these
requirements, however, are granted unemployment benefits.6
The "able to work" and "available for work" prongs have long
been interpreted by the Department of Labor as requiring the
claimant to search for "suitable work" throughout the period of
unemployment.7 The regulations also state that a claimant, who
fails to search for a suitable position or fails to provide tangible
evidence of the search, shall be ineligible for benefits for the week
in which the failure occurred.8
On August 14, 2000, the Department of Labor changed its
long-standing interpretation of "able and available for work."9
Birth and Adoption Unemployment Compensation ("BAA-UC")
is a recently promulgated regulation"° in which the Department of
Labor allows states to use their unemployment compensation trust
funds to provide partial wage replacement to parents who leave
their employment following the birth or adoption of a child." This
Rule, 65 Fed. Reg. 37,210 (June 13, 2000); Birth and Adoption Unemployment
Compensation: Proposed Rule, 64 Fed. Reg. 67,972 (proposed Dec. 3, 1999) (to be
codified at 20 C.F.R. pt. 604); DOL Unemployment Fact Sheet, supra note 1.
3. Wimberly v. Labor & Indus. Relations Comm'n of Missouri, 479 U.S. 511,
515 (1987); Mary F. Radford, Wimberly and Beyond: Analyzing the Refusal to
Award Unemployment Compensation to Women Who Terminate Prior
Employment Due to Pregnancy, 63 N.Y.U. L. REv. 532, 538 (1998) ("The base
period is typically the first four of the five quarters preceding the quarter in which
the claim for unemployment benefits is made. The amount of the benefit paid is
usually based upon the average wages earned by the claimant in all or some
portion (such as the quarter in which highest wages were earned) of the base
period."); Louis F. Freeman, Able to Work and Available for Work, 55 YALE L.J.
123 (1945); DOL Unemployment Fact Sheet, supra note 1.
4. Wimberly, 479 U.S. at 515; Freeman, supra note 3; DOL Unemployment
Fact Sheet, supra note 1.
5. 20 C.F.R. § 615.8(g)(1)-(2); Birth and Adoption Unemployment
Compensation: Proposed Rule, 64 Fed. Reg. at 67,972; Deron Zeppelin, SHRM
Comments on DOL Unemployment Insurance-FMLA Expansion, http://my.shrm
.org/government/regulatory/default.asp?page=0200fmla.asp (Feb. 2, 2000).
6. See 26 U.S.C. § 3304(a)(6)(A)(i) (Teachers who do not work during the
summer but who are expected to return to work once the academic year begins are
not eligible for unemployment benefits.); See also id. § 3304(a)(13) (Professional
athletes cannot collect benefits between two successive sport seasons if there is
reasonable assurance that they will perform during the following season.).
7. 20 C.F.R. § 615.8(g)(1).
8. Id. § 615.8(g)(2).
9. Regulations for Birth and Adoption Unemployment Compensation
Program, 20 C.F.R. §§ 604.1, 604.10 (2000).
10. Id. § 604.
11. Id. The regulation provides in pertinent part:
The regulation in this part allows the States to develop and experiment
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new regulation permits all state unemployment programs to
provide unemployment benefits to parents on approved leave or to
parents who otherwise leave employment to be with their newborn
or newly-adopted children. 2
I support paid parental leave; 3 however, I believe that the
BAA-UC regulation is not the proper method to achieve paid
parental leave because it violates the plain meaning of the Federal
Unemployment Tax Act, and it violates the Department of Labor's
long-standing interpretation of "able and available for work." This
Comment will argue that BAA-UC conflicts with the Department
of Labor's long-standing interpretation of "able and available for
work" because it provides unemployment compensation to individ-
uals who are neither actively seeking employment, nor willing to
accept suitable employment. These people are not unemployed
through "no fault of their own," but rather they made a conscious
decision to leave their job after the birth or adoption of their child. 4
Part II of this Comment will provide a brief background and
discussion of the development of the federal unemployment com-
pensation program. It also provides a summary of the Department
of Labor's reasons for, and development of, the BAA-UC
regulation. Part III provides an analysis that demonstrates that the
BAA-UC violates the Federal Unemployment Tax Act as well a
discussion of whether the Department of Labor properly promul-
with innovative methods for paying unemployment compensation to
parents on approved leave or who otherwise leave employment to be
with their newborns or newly-adopted children. States' experiences with
Birth and Adoption unemployment compensation will enable the
Department of Labor to test whether its interpretation of the Federal
"able and available" requirements promotes a continued connection to
the workforce in parents who receive such payments.
Id. § 604.1; see generally Birth and Adoption Unemployment Compensation: Final
Rule, 65 Fed. Reg. 37,210 (June 13, 2000); Birth and Adoption Unemployment
Compensation: Proposed Rule, 64 Fed. Reg. 67,972 (proposed Dec. 3, 1999) (to be
codified at 20 C.F.R. pt. 604); Foster, Andrea, Unemployment Funds For Use in
Family Leave, N.Y. L.J., January 13, 2000, at 5, col. 4.
12. 20 C.F.R. § 604.2.
13. In my opinion, Congress should provide paid leave either by amending the
Family Medical Leave Act or the FUTA or through providing tax incentives to
employers who provide paid family leave.
14. See Zeppelin, supra note 5.
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gated the BAA-UC.'5 Finally, Part IV of this Comment draws
conclusions based on the author's analysis.
II. Historical Background
A. The Development of Federal Unemployment Compensation
System
Discussions about the need for a federal unemployment
compensation program took place as long ago as 1907;16 however,
widespread interest in unemployment insurance did not begin until
the depression of 1914-1915.17 The primary goal of the proposed
unemployment system was to prevent joblessness, but it was also to
provide "maintenance, through out-of-work benefits, of those
reserves of labor which may still be necessary to meet the
unprecedented fluctuations of industry."' 8  The only legislative
proposal to arise from this interest was in Massachusetts in 1916.'9
Immediately following that bill's introduction, the depression faded
and the economic boom returned.' As a result, the legislation did
not receive much attention.2  During the 1920's, interest in
unemployment insurance waned, except in Wisconsin, where state
legislation was introduced but never passed.22
Interest in the federal unemployment compensation system
was rejuvenated during the beginning of the Great Depression.23 In
15. Some have argued that the Department of Labor was guilty of "backdoor
legislating" when it passed the BAA-UC regulation. Unemployment
Compensation and the Family Medical Leave Act: Hearing Before the
Subcommittee on Human Resources of the House Comm. on Ways and Means,
106th Cong., 2d Sess. (2000) available at http://www.saveui.org/testimony-oxfeld-
mar9.html (last visited Oct. 9, 2001) [hereinafter Oxfeld Statement] (testimony of
Eric J. Oxfeld); Family Leave: House Republican Asks Justice to Probe DOL Plan
to Use UI Funds For Parental Leave, BNA EMPLOYMENT POLICY & LAW DAILY
NEWS, June 1, 2000 (quoting Representative David McIntosh (R-Ind.)). The
Department of Labor waited until Congress adjourned before announcing the
proposed rule, thus limiting the comment period to a time when Congress was not
in session. Oxfeld Statement. This comment will not explore this opinion.
16. Edwin Witte, Development of Unemployment Compensation, 55 YALE L.J.
21, 22 (1945).
17. Id. at 22; Radford, supra note 3, at 536.
18. Witte, supra note 16, at 23.
19. Id; Radford, supra note 3, at 536 n.23.
20. Witte, supra note 16, at 23.
21. Id.
22. Id. at 23-24.
23. Id. at 24; THOMAS F. BRODEN, LAW OF SOCIAL SECURITY AND
UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE 2 (Callaghan & Company 1962); Radford, supra note
3, at 536.
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his presidential platform, Franklin D. Roosevelt pledged a
thorough study of unemployment insurance.24 During the early
1930's, unemployment insurance legislation was introduced in as
many as twenty-five states and the District of Columbia, yet no
legislation was passed.25 State legislatures feared putting their
employers at a distinct competitive disadvantage in the interstate
market by requiring them to pay into an unemployment
compensation fund that employers in other states were not required
to support.26 The failure of these bills led unemployment insurance
advocates to turn to Congress to enact federal legislation to
establish unemployment insurance.27 Congress passed Title III of
the Social Security Act (SSA) of 1935, which included the Federal
Unemployment Tax Act (FUTA).
FUTA established an unemployment compensation system
that is jointly administered by the federal government and the
states.29 In order to finance the program, the federal government
imposed an excise tax on all employers" based on the wages they
pay to their employees." States are required to create their own
unemployment legislation that conforms to the requirements set
forth in FUTA.32 The system requires employers to pay taxes to
24. Radford, supra note 3, at 536 (citing Witte, supra note 16, at 26). At the
Conference of Governors in 1930, then Governor Roosevelt stated,
"Unemployment insurance we shall come to in this country just as certainly as we
came to workmen's compensation." Witte, supra note 16, at 26.
25. Radford, supra note 3, at 536 (citing Witte, supra note 16, at 27).
26. Radford, supra note 3, at 536 n.28; Witte, supra note 16, at 27-28.
27. Radford, supra note 3, at 536 (citing-Witte, supra note 16, at 28-29).
2& Title III of the Social Security Act (SSA), 42 U.S.C. §§ 501-504 (2000);
Federal Unemployment Tax Act (FUTA), 26 U.S.C. §§ 3301-3311 (2000); St.
Martin Evangelical Lutheran Church v. South Dakota, 451 U.S. 772, 775 (1981);
BRODEN, supra note 23, at 2-3; Radford, supra note 3, at 535.
29. 42 U.S.C. §§ 501-504; 26 U.S.C. §§ 3301-3311; Wimberly, 479 U.S. at 514;
St. Martin Evangelical Lutheran Church, 451 U.S. at 775; Birth and Adoption
Unemployment Compensation: Final Rule, 65 Fed. Reg. 37,210 (June 13, 2000);
Birth and Adoption Unemployment Compensation: Proposed Rule, 64 Fed. Reg.
67,972 (proposed Dec. 3, 1999) (to be codified at 20 C.F.R. pt. 604); BRODEN,
supra note 23, at 213; Radford, supra note 3, at 537.
30. FUTA defines an "employer" as any person who, during any calendar
quarter in the current or preceding calendar year paid wages of $1,500 or more, or
a person who employed at least one individual for 20 weeks (at least part of one
day per week) during the current or preceding calendar year. 26 U.S.C. § 3306(a).
31. Id. § 3301.
32. 26 U.S.C. § 3304; Radford, supra note 3, at 538.
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both the state and federal governments.33 The state tax varies from
state to state.
States are required to deposit the funds received "in an
unemployment trust fund supervised by the Federal Treasury.
34
Under the Act, employers receive a credit against the federal tax
for certain taxes paid into a state unemployment fund, provided
that the Secretary of Labor has certified the state's unemployment
compensation program.35  Additional credit is provided to
employers based on a state's "experience rating system. 36  An
"experience rating system" measures the frequency with which
employees of a given employer utilize the unemployment compen-
sation system.37 The purpose of the experience rating system is to
permit a lower rate of tax to employers who maintain stable work
forces and have a low risk of unemployment. Conversely, a higher
rate of tax is imposed on those employers with a higher experience
of unemployment.39 The maximum credit permitted to each
employer is 90% of the federal tax. °
Although the federal government imposes the initial tax on
employers, it is the states, through their public employment offices
or agencies, that administer the program and provide the compen-
sation to qualified individuals.4' The Department of Labor has no
direct contact with claimants.42 Instead, the federal government
allocates the collected funds to the states for the administration of
43their unemployment compensation programs.
In order for the state's unemployment compensation system to
obtain certification by the Secretary of Labor, the state is required
to have laws that implement the federal mandatory minimum
standards set forth in FUTA. ' Examples of standards include: all
33. 26 U.S.C. §§ 3301-3311; Radford, supra note 3, at 537; Witte, supra note
16, at 32; Felhaber, Larson, Fenlon and Voight, P.A., New Regulations Might Lead
to Paid Leave For New Parents, MINNESOTA EMPLOYMENT LAW LETTER, Aug.
2000.
34. BRODEN, supra note 23, at 220.
35. 26 U.S.C. § 3302(a)(1). The Secretary of Labor must annually review and
certify the state plan according to the requirements contained in FUTA. Id. §§
3304, 3309; Radford, supra note 3, at 537.
36. 26 U.S.C. § 3302(b); Radford, supra note 3, at 535.
37. 26 U.S.C. § 3303(a)(1); BRODEN, supra note 23, at 221-22.
38. Bruener Co. v. Perluss, 220 Cal. App. 2d 163, 168 (1963).
39. Id. at 168-69.
40. 26 U.S.C. § 3302(c)(1).
41. 42 U.S.C. § 503(a)(2); 26 U.S.C. § 3304(a)(1); Radford, supra note 3, at
538; Witte, supra note 16, at 35-36.
42. Witte, supra note 16, at 36.
43. 42 U.S.C. § 503(a)(5).
44. 26 U.S.C. § 3304(a); Radford, supra note 3, at 538.
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compensation must be paid through public employment offices;45 all
funds received are to be immediately paid to the Secretary of the
Treasury;46 all money withdrawn from the trust fund must be used
solely for unemployment compensation except when being used for
administrative purposes;" compensation is not to be denied for any
week because a claimant is undergoing approved employment
training; 8 nor shall it be denied solely on the basis of pregnancy or
the termination of a pregnancy. 9  Under FUTA, the rules
governing the administration of unemployment compensation are
left to each state's own discretion.
Although the requirements for unemployment benefits vary
from state-to-state,5' all states require a claimant to fulfill some
version of a multi-part test. First, every state requires an
individual to earn a particular amount of wages, or to work a
specified number of weeks, during a one-year "base period."53
Second, every state requires that claimants be "able to work" and
"available for work. 5 4  Typically, an individual will not be
considered "available for work" unless that person has been and is
"actively and earnestly seeking work."55  Even if the first two
requirements are satisfied, a claimant could be disqualified from
receiving unemployment benefits for reasons set forth in her state's
unemployment law.56 In summary, a claimant satisfies the eligibility
requirements if "an individual is willing, able, and ready to accept
suitable work which he [or she] does not have good cause to refuse,
that is, when he [or she] is genuinely attached to the labor
market.""
Many states have provisions that disqualify claimants from
receipt of unemployment compensation benefits if they voluntarily
45. 26 U.S.C. § 3304(a)(1).
46. Id. § 3304(a)(3).
47. Id. § 3304(a)(4).
48. Id. § 3304(a)(8).
49. Id. § 3304(a)(12).
50. Wimberly, 479 U.S. at 515.
51. See id.; see also BRODEN, supra note 23, at 311-12.
52 Wimberly, 479 U.S. at 515.
53. Id.; Radford, supra note 3, at 538; Freeman, supra note 3.
54. Wimberly, 479 U.S. at 515; Birth and Adoption Unemployment
Compensation: Final Rule, 65 Fed. Reg. 37,210 (June 13, 2000); Birth and
Adoption Unemployment Compensation: Proposed Rule, 64 Fed. Reg. 67,972
(proposed Dec. 3, 1999) (to be codified at 20 C.F.R. pt. 604); BRODEN, supra note
23, at 312-13; Radford, supra note 3, at 539; Freeman, supra note 3, at 124.
55. BRODEN, supra note 23, at 312-13.
56. Wimberly, 479 U.S. at 515.
57. Freeman, supra note 3, at 124.
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ended their employment without "good cause" or without cause
that is directly attributable to the employer or to the individual's
work. 8 State unemployment compensation laws often disqualify
individuals who have been terminated from employment due to a
claimant's misconduct,59 her refusal to accept suitable work,' or her
involvement in a labor dispute. 6' These disqualification provisions
support the generally accepted notion that unemployment benefits
should be paid only in the event of involuntary unemployment
incurred through no fault of the claimant.62 In fact, "[t]he most
common reasons for disqualification under state unemployment
compensation laws are voluntarily leaving the job without good
cause, being discharged for misconduct, and refusing suitable
work.,
63
B. The Rise of the Federal Birth and Adoption Unemployment
Compensation Experiment
Based on a 1996 study' conducted by the Commission on
Family and Medical Leave,65 and in response to the legislative
efforts by some states to provide unemployment compensation to
58. See, e.g., ALA. CODE § 25-4-78(2) (2000); DEL CODE ANN. tit. 19, § 3315(1)
(2000); N.J. STAT. ANN. § 43:21-5(a) (2000); 43 P.S. § 802(b) (2000); BRODEN,
supra note 23, at 312-13.
59. See, e.g., ALA. CODE § 25-4-78(3); CAL UNEMP. INS. CODE § 1256 (2000);
N.J. STAT. ANN. § 43:21-5(b); 43 P.S. § 802(b); BRODEN, supra note 23, at 312-13.
60. See, e.g., ALA. CODE § 25-4-78(4); DEL CODE ANN. tit. 19, § 3315(3); N.J.
STAT. ANN. § 43:21-5(c); 43 P.S. § 802(b); BRODEN, supra note 23, at 312-13.
61. See, e.g., ALA. CODE § 25-4-78(1); DEL CODE ANN. tit. 19, § 3315(4); N.J.
STAT. ANN. § 43:21-5(d); 43 P.S. § 802(d); BRODEN, supra note 23, at 312-13;
Radford, supra note 3, at 539-40.
62. Radford, supra note 3, at 539-40; Foster, supra note 11.
63. Wimberly, 479 U.S. at 515. The Pennsylvania Unemployment
Compensation Act provides in pertinent part:
The Legislature, therefore, declares that in its considered judgment the
public good and the general welfare of the citizens of this Commonwealth
require the exercise of the police powers of the Commonwealth in the
enactment of this act for the compulsory setting aside of employment
reserves to be used for the benefit of persons unemployed through no
fault of their own.
43 P.S. § 752 (1999).
64. Commission of Family and Medical Leave, A Workable Balance: Report to
Congress on Family and Medical Leave Policies (April 30, 1996) http://www.dol.
gov/dol/esa/public/regs/compliance/whd/fmla/family.htm [hereinafter 1995 FMLA
Survey] (indicating that parents did not take needed leave because they could not
afford it).
65. "The Commission was created with the enactment of the Family and
Medical Leave Act of 1993 and was charged with examining the impact of this new
law and other family and medical leave policies on workers and employers across
the country." Id.
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parents, on May 23, 1999 former President William J. Clinton
directed the Secretary of Labor to propose regulations allowing
money from the federal unemployment compensation fund to be
used to provide partial wage replacement to parents on leave
following the birth or adoption of a child."' The President
elaborated on this proposal in a May 24, 1999, memorandum to the
heads of the executive departments.6 7 On November 20, 1999,
President Clinton announced, "We have no higher value than
family, but too many of our families are having trouble balancing
the demands of home and work. Today I'm using my executive
order authority to give these parents new tools to succeed at home
and on the job." 68 The "new tool" was issued on December 3, 1999
by the Department of Labor as a proposed rule; it permitted a state
to use its unemployment compensation trust fund to provide partial
wage replacement to employees "who desire to take approved
leave or otherwise leave their employment following the birth or
placement for adoption of a child., 69 Following an open comment
period,7" the final regulation7 became effective August 14, 2000.72
66. Birth and Adoption Unemployment Compensation: Final Rule, 65 Fed.
Reg. 37,210 (June 13, 2000); Birth and Adoption Unemployment Compensation:
Proposed Rule, 64 Fed. Reg. 67,972 (proposed Dec. 3, 1999) (to be codified at 20
C.F.R. pt. 604).
67. Birth and Adoption Unemployment Compensation: Proposed Rule, 64
Fed. Reg. at 67,972. The President ordered:
First, I hereby direct the Secretary of Labor to propose regulations that
enable States to develop innovative ways of using the Unemployment
Insurance (UI) system to support. parents on leave following the birth or
adoption of a child. In addition, I direct the Secretary to develop model
State legislation that States could use in following these regulations. In
this effort, the Department of Labor is to evaluate the effectiveness of
using the system for these or related purposes. In a 1996 study conducted
by the Commission on Family and Medical Leave, lost pay was the most
significant barrier to parents taking advantage of unpaid leave after the
birth or adoption of a child. This new step will help to give States the
ability to eliminate a significant barrier that parents face in taking leave."
Id. (quoting Executive Order given on May 24, 1999).
68. Remarks by the President on Parental Leave, Nov. 30, 1999, White House
Office of Press Secretary http://ofcn.org/cyber.serv/teledem/pb/1999/nov/msg0295
.html (last visited Oct. 9, 2001).
69. Birth and Adoption Unemployment Compensation: Proposed Rule, 64
Fed. Reg. at 67,972.
70. Due to the holiday season, the typical forty-five day comment period was
extended to sixty days. Birth and Adoption Unemployment Compensation: Final
Rule, 65 Fed. Reg. at 37,210.
71. Regulations for Birth and Adoption Unemployment Compensation
Program, 20 C.F.R. § 604 (2000). "The regulation in this part applies to and
permits all State unemployment compensation programs to provide benefits to
parents on approved leave or who otherwise leave employment to be with their
newborns or newly-adopted children. A State's participation is voluntary." Id. §
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The regulation is designed to permit the states to develop and
experiment with "innovative methods for paying unemployment
compensation"" to employees who leave their employment to be
with their new children.7" The Department of Labor argued that
providing partial wage replacement to new parents via the
unemployment compensation system would encourage parents to
take time off from their job in order to spend time with new
children." The Department also asserted that parents would be
able to afford longer absences from the workplace once partial
wage replacement was available.76 Furthermore, the Department
believed that the increased leave-taking and the longer leaves
would benefit both the parents and the children by allowing more
opportunity to bond and arrange for childcare.77
The Department of Labor argues that this "experiment" will
allow it to test whether its new, expanded interpretation of the
Federal "able and available" requirements promotes a long-term
attachment to the workforce in employees who receive the benefit. 8
Participation in the program is voluntary;79 therefore, states are not
required to modify their unemployment compensation laws to
provide BAA-UC.8°
Reports have tagged BAA-UC as "paid FMLA 81 leave." The
Department of Labor, however, has been quick to point out that
the two are vastly different programs:
Although there may be many cases where parents of newborns
and newly adopted children will be simultaneously eligible for
BAA-UC and leave under the FMLA, the two are legally
unrelated to each other. For example, the FMLA applies to
employers with 50 or more employees and provides eligible
604.2.
72. Birth and Adoption Unemployment Compensation: Final Rule, 65 Fed.
Reg. at 37,210.
73. 20 C.F.R. § 604.1.
74. See id.





79. Regulations for Birth and Adoption Unemployment Compensation
Program, 20 C.F.R. § 604.2 (2000).
80. Id.
81. Family and Medical Leave Act of 1993 (FMLA), 29 U.S.C. §§ 2601-2654
(2000).
82. See Birth and Adoption Unemployment Compensation: Final Rule, 65
Fed. Reg. 37,210, 37,211 (June 13, 2000); see also Foster, supra note 11.
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employees with up to 12 weeks of unpaid, job-protected leave
for their own or a family member's serious health condition, or
to care for a newborn or newly-adopted child. The BAA-UC
initiative, on the other hand, is voluntary on the part of the
States, may not be made contingent on employer size, is limited
to parents of newborns and newly-adopted children, does not
guarantee leave, and has no job protection component., 3
If a state chooses to provide BAA-UC, all individuals covered
by that state's unemployment compensation system must also be
eligible for Birth and Adoption Unemployment Compensation.'
Conversely, not all persons covered under the unemployment
system are entitled to leave under the FMLA.85 The Family and
Medical Leave Act provides eligible employees 6 of certain
employers 7 a total of twelve work weeks of unpaid leave' during
any twelve month period"9 for one of the following reasons: the
birth or adoption of a child, the placement of child with the
employee for foster care, 9° to care for the spouse, child or parent of
the employee if that relative has a serious health condition, 91 or if
the employee is unable to perform the function of his or her
position because he or she is suffering from a serious health
condition.' Under the BAA-UC regulation, it is possible that an
employee who is ineligible for unpaid FMLA leave, following the
birth or adoption of a child, will be eligible to receive unemploy-
ment compensation for the time she was absent from work after the
birth or adoption of a child.
83. Birth and Adoption Unemployment Compensation: Final Rule, 65 Fed.
Reg. at 37,212.
84. 20 C.F.R. § 604.20.
85. See 29 U.S.C. §§ 2601-2654.
86. Generally an "eligible employee" is one that has been employed for at
least twelve months by the employer from whom leave is requested. The
individual must also have at least 1,250 hours of service with that employer during
the previous twelve months. The term "eligible employee" excludes any federal
officer or employee covered under 5 U.S.C. § 6381 or any employee who is at a
worksite where the employer employs less than fifty employees within a seventy-
five mile radius of that worksite. 29 U.S.C. § 2611(2).
87. According to the FMLA, an "employer" is any person engaged in
commerce or in any industry affecting commerce who employs at least fifty
employees for each working day during each of twenty or more calendar
workweeks during the current or preceding calendar year. 29 U.S.C. § 2611(4).
88. Id. § 2612(c).
89. Id. § 2612(a)(1).
90. Id. § 2612(a)(1)(A),(B).
91. Id. § 2612(a)(1)(C).
92. Id. § 2612(a)(1)(D).
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III. Analysis
A. BAA-UC is Inconsistent with the Plain Meaning of the Federal
Unemployment Tax Act93
In order to properly interpret a statute, it is necessary to first
look to the statute's language.94 It is assumed that Congress meant
what it said; therefore, the ordinary meaning is given to the words
used.95 FUTA requires that "all money withdrawn from the
unemployment fund of the State shall be use solely in the payment
of unemployment compensation... ."96 FUTA defines "compen-
sation" as "cash benefits payable to individuals with respect to their
unemployment. '" 97 The plain and ordinary meaning of the word
"unemployment" indicates the state of being without a job.9
Therefore, it is logical to infer that Congress meant to target
individuals without a job when it used the term "unemployment
compensation" in FUTA.9
A court must defer to the administrative agency's
interpretation of a statute only where the statute is ambiguous. 1°°
FUTA's language is not ambiguous; for over sixty-five years,
FUTA has been construed to apply only to individuals who are
without a job through no fault of their own and who are willing,
able and available to work."° Individuals are denied unemployment
compensation when these requirements are not met. Because the
language in FUTA is clear and unambiguous, it is necessary to
93. Unemployment Compensation and the Family Medical Leave Act. Hearing
Before the Subcommittee on Human Resources of the House Comm. on Ways and
Means, 106th Cong., 2d Sess. (2000) available at http://waysandmeans.house.gov
/humres/106cong/3-9-00/3-9shim.htm (last visited Oct. 9, 2001) [hereinafter
Shimkus Statement] (testimony of Todd L. Shimkus).
94. Moskal v. U.S., 498 U.S. 103, 108 (1990); United States v. Labonte, 520
U.S. 751, 757 (1997).
95. Labonte, 520 U.S. at 757 (quoting Moskal, 498 U.S. at 108).
96. 26 U.S.C. § 3304(a)(4) (emphasis added).
97. Id. § 3306(h).
98. Shimkus Statement, supra note 93.
99. Id.
100. Chevron U.S.A. Inc. v. Natural Res. Def. Council, 467 U.S. 837, 842-43
(1984).
101. Freeman, supra note 3, at 124. "[U]nemployment compensation laws are
designed also to compensate only those individuals whose unemployment is due to
a lack of suitable job opportunities." Id.; see also Wimberly, 479 U.S. at 515;
Extended Benefits in the Federal-State Unemployment Program, 20 C.F.R. §
615.8(g)(1)-(2) (2000); Birth and Adoption Unemployment Compensation:
Proposed Rule, 64 Fed. Reg. 67,972 (proposed Dec. 3, 1999) (to be codified at 20
C.F.R. pt. 604); DOL Unemployment Fact Sheet, supra note 1.
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follow the plain meaning of the statute.02 Doing so leads to one
result: the only persons eligible to receive unemployment benefits
are those without a job.
Following the Chevron °3 doctrine, the BAA-UC regulation is
beyond the interpretative power of the Department of Labor
because the persons targeted by the BAA-UC regulation are not
"without a job." Rather, these people have a job that they choose
to leave temporarily."
Furthermore, FUTA requires that all compensation is to be
paid through the state's public employment offices," and as such it
is reasonable to infer that Congress intended to have claimants use
these employment offices to secure "suitable" work. Those who
collect unemployment under the BAA-UC regulation are not using
the employment offices to secure work. They are not searching for
work at all. Therefore, BAA-UC claimants are unable to
demonstrate that they are unemployed because they voluntary left
a job to which they will likely return."
B. BAA-UC Contradicts Legislative History of the Family Medical
Leave Act.
Congress considered providing paid FMLA leave,1 °7 but instead
chose to make the leave unpaid. 08  Congress created the
Commission on Family and Medical Leave to monitor the effects of
the Act and to periodically report its findings to Congress.1" 9 Since
the passage of the FMLA, the Commission has submitted two
102. Freeman, supra note 3, at 124; Shimkus Statement, supra note 93.
103. Chevron, 467 U.S. 837.
104. "The purpose of BAA-UC is to provide support to new parents on 'leave'
from employment to be with their newborns or newly-adopted children. The term
'leave' implies that the individual will return to the last employer after a
designated period." Birth and Adoption Unemployment Compensation: Proposed
Rule, 64 Fed. Reg. at 67,975.
105. 26 U.S.C. § 3304(a)(1); Shimkus Statement, supra note 93.
106. Birth and Adoption Unemployment Compensation: Proposed Rule, 64
Fed. Reg. at 67,975. "The term 'leave' implies that the individual will return to the
last employer after a designated period." Id.
107. Zeppelin, supra note 5; Oxfeld Statement, supra note 15 (quoting
Representative Pat Schroeder who said during a congressional debate on the
FMLA, "The leave is unpaid, so your paycheck will stop. There is not federal
compensation such as unemployment.").
108. 29 U.S.C. § 2612(c).
109. Id. § 2631; Zeppelin, supra note 5.
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studies.110 The creation of the Commission demonstrates Congress's
intent to remain involved in any expansion of the FMLA."1
Surveys conducted in 1995 and in 2000 by the Commission on
Family and Medical Leave indicate that the principal reason
employees need leave is their own health.' The second most
frequent reason is to provide care for an ill parent, followed by the
need to care for an ill child and then the need to care for an ill
spouse. 3 Care for a newborn or newly adopted child was almost
the lowest scoring category-less than 10% of those requiring leave
surveyed."' Therefore, the BAA-UC addresses one of the smallest
percentages of leave-needers.1" Furthermore, the number of leave-
needers has decreased from 3.1% of employees in 1995, to just
2.4% of employees in 2000.116
The Department of Labor's new regulation circumvents the
unpaid leave created in the FMLA. It does not matter whether an
employer is required to grant the leave under the FMLA or under a
state law. 7  All individuals who are covered by the state's
unemployment compensation laws must also be covered under
BAA-UC."8 States cannot deny an individual BAA-UC based on
facts or causes unrelated to the individual's employment, such as
industry or employer size."9 Therefore, smaller businesses that did
not have to comply with the FMLA will now have employees who
take time off under BAA-UC.
110. 1995 FMLA Survey, supra note 64; Commission of Family and Medical
Leave, Balancing the Needs of Families and Employers: The Family and Medical
Leave Surveys 2000 Update (Jan. 2001), http://www.dol.gov/asp/fmla/main.htm
[hereinafter 2000 FMLA Survey].
111. Zeppelin, supra note 5.
112. 2000 FMLA Survey, supra note 109, § 2.2.2.
113. Id. In the 2000 Survey, the reasons for needing leave were as follows: Own
health-48.1%, Care for ill parent-22.6%, Care for ill child-19.6%, Care for
newborn, newly-adopted, or newly placed foster child-9.3%, Care for ill spouse-
9.0%. Id.
114. Id. (Care for an ill spouse was .3% lower than care for a newborn.).
115. See id. According to the 2000 FMLA Survey, leave-needers are those who
needed FMLA leave but did not take it. Id. § 1.3.
116. Id. § 2.2.1.
117. Felhaber, supra note 33.
118. Regulations for Birth and Adoption Unemployment Compensation
Program, 20 C.F.R. § 604.20 (2000).
119. Id.
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C. BAA-UC Conflicts with the Department of Labor's
Interpretation of "Able and Available" to Work
Although there is no specific reference to the "able and
available" requirements in FUTA, the Federal law has always been
interpreted to mean that all participating states must comply with
the "able and available" requirements. 20 "Able to work" relates to
a claimant's physical and mental capacity to work. 2  It is not
required that an individual be able to perform the function of his or
her last occupation, but rather any "suitable" work.22
The Department of Labor argues that in the past it has chosen
to expand its interpretation of the "able and available" require-
ments to include the following situations: approved training, illness,
jury duty, and temporary layoffs. 3 These circumstances and those
resulting in BAA-UC are apples and oranges.
Individuals who are not working, but are participating in a
training program approved by a state agency are treated as meeting
the "able and available" requirement.' 25  Birth and Adoption
Unemployment Compensation is distinguishable because the
individual receiving BAA-UC, unlike the person participating in
work-related training, is not enhancing or increasing her profes-
sional skills, but rather is taking time off to spend with his or her
new child. Furthermore, Congress included the training exception
in FUTA;126 therefore, unlike BAA-UC it was not just an
administrative agency's interpretation of the statute.
Eleven states permit unemployment benefits for an individual
who initially meets the "able and available" requirements, but later
becomes ill.1' The Department has certified unemployment laws
containing this exception to avoid penalizing an individual who was
unavailable for a short period of time due to illness, but was
otherwise "able and available" to work. Although it is not an
120. Birth and Adoption Unemployment Compensation: Final Rule, 65 Fed.
Reg. 37,210 (June 13, 2000); Zeppelin, supra note 5.
121. Freeman, supra note 3, at 124.
122. Id.
123. Birth and Adoption Unemployment Compensation: Final Rule, 65 Fed.
Reg. at 37,211.
124. Zeppelin, supra note 5.
125. 26 U.S.C. § 3304(a)(8); Birth and Adoption Unemployment Compen-
sation: Final Rule, 65 Fed Reg. at 37,211.
126. 26 U.S.C. § 3304(a)(8).




exception approved by Congress, it is, nevertheless distinguishable
from BAA-UC. Unlike the illness exception, where "the claimants
must initially demonstrate their ability to and availability for work
before the illness and must be held ineligible if they refuse an offer
of suitable work,', 129 BAA-UC claimants are unable to demonstrate
the initial ability to work and to make themselves available for
work because they refuse to work during this hiatus from the
workforce.
Under the jury duty exception, states may provide
unemployment compensation to individuals who, while unem-
ployed, are required to perform jury duty, and therefore, cannot
engage in a "sustained and systematic search for work."'"3 Like the
individuals subject to the illness exception, these claimants need to
have previously satisfied the "able and available" requirements in
order to receive benefits. The rationale for this exception is that
individuals must perform jury duty or be subject to judicial
contempt.' If most employment is not considered a viable excuse
from jury duty, it then follows that unemployment will not be a
valid reason to be excused from jury duty.'32 The Department of
Labor stated, "[i]t would be inconsistent for the State to compel
jury service and at the same time disqualify unemployed persons
from [unemployment compensation] for complying."'33 In contrast,
BAA-UC claimants are not required under threat of judicial
contempt to leave work following the birth or adoption of a child.3
Unlike individuals serving jury duty, who are unable to look for a
job because they are performing their civic duty, BAA-UC
claimants are not looking for employment because they have
chosen voluntarily to leave their employment for a period of time.
Finally, a state's annual certification by the Secretary of Labor
is not at risk if the statute contains a temporary lay-off exception.'35
During a temporary lay-off, the employer is unable to provide
129. Id. (emphasis added).
130. Extended Benefits in the Federal-State Unemployment Program, 20
C.F.R. § 615.8(g)(3)(i)(A) (2000).
131. Birth and Adoption Unemployment Compensation: Final Rule, 65 Fed
Reg. at 37,211; see generally Oxfeld Statement, supra note 15 (noting that most
states do not allow unemployment compensation benefits to those on jury duty
because it is inconsistent with the basic purpose of unemployment compensation);
Zeppelin, supra note 5.
132. Birth and Adoption Unemployment Compensation: Final Rule, 65 Fed
Reg. at 37,211, Oxfeld Statement, supra note 15; Zeppelin, supra note 5.
133. Birth and Adoption Unemployment Compensation: Final Rule, 65 Fed
Reg. at 37,211, see also Oxfeld Statement, supra note 15; Zeppelin, supra note 5.
134. Oxfeld Statement, supra note 15.
135. Id.
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employment to some or all of its employees; however, both parties
have "the expectation that the employee will return to work on a
specific date." '136 The employee is required to return to work when
the employer recalls him or her, if the claimant refuses, he or she
loses the unemployment benefit.'37 The rationale behind this
exception is that these employees are likely to quit a subsequent job
once the temporary lay-off ceases; therefore, it is unlikely that new
employers will want to hire these individuals.'38
It is arguable that BAA-UC claimants are similar to those on a
temporary layoff because under both scenarios, both the employer
and the employee believe that the employee will return to work on
a specific date. There is, however, a distinction between the two.
When an employee is temporarily laid-off, the removal from the
workforce is employer-driven whereas, under BAA-UC, the
removal from the workforce is employee-driven.
Following the September 11, 2001 attacks on the United States,
the National Security Council closed Reagan National Airport due
to its close proximity to the White House and the Capitol.39 As a
result of the closing as many as 4,000 Reagan National employees
lost their jobs.' °  To help these displaced workers obtain
unemployment compensation, Virginia Governor Jim Gilmore (R)
waived the requirement that they seek other employment, and he
also waived the waiting period requirement.'' Unlike typical lay-
offs, the airport's closing was not employer-driven. Rather it was
ordered by the Federal Government for national security reasons.
The Governor's intervention is distinguishable from BAA-UC
because these workers were displaced as a result of the Federal
Government's decision to close the airport rather than the workers
choosing to leave their jobs.
Not only is BAA-UC inconsistent with earlier expansions of
the "able and available" requirements, but also it is also incon-
sistent with earlier Department of Labor opinions regarding paid
family leave. In 1997, a bill was introduced in the Vermont
legislature that would have permitted an employee taking family
136. Id.
137. Birth and Adoption Unemployment Compensation: Final Rule, 65 Fed
Reg. at 37,211.
138. Id.
139. Lizette Alvarez, A Nation Challenged: Reagan National Airport; U.S.
Marshalls May be Key to Reopening of an Airport, N.Y. TIMES, Sept. 28, 2001, at
B1.
140. Id.
141. Fawn Johnson, Airlines: Democrats, Labor Continue Push for Displaced
Worker Aid Package, BNA DAILY LABOR REP., Sept. 28, 2001.
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and medical leave to be considered "able and available" for work
while out on leave, and therefore, eligible to receive unemployment
compensation. 112 The Department of Labor objected to the bill in
two separate letters."' The Department stated that the proposed
legislation was inconsistent with federal requirements because
providing unemployment benefits to individuals on family and
medical leave was contrary to the Federal "able and available"
requirements."4
New parents who take time off following the birth or adoption
of a child are taking a voluntary hiatus from their job. Individuals
temporarily leave their employment when they take vacation time,
serve on a jury, are sick, or need to take care of a family member.
These individuals do not qualify for unemployment benefits
because they fail to meet the "able and available" requirements as
well as the requirement to accept "suitable" work. There is no
legitimate reason to disqualify individuals in the above scenarios,
yet provide parental leave takers with compensation. All of these
situations are employee-driven, with the exception of jury duty,
which is government-driven (jurors may receive some compen-
sation, either from the court and/or their employer).
Many states require that a claimant involuntarily leave his or
her job or have "good cause" attributable to his or her work or
employer to qualify for unemployment benefits.'45 In Wimberly v.
Labor & Industrial Relations Commission of Missouri, the
Supreme Court held that a Missouri statute, which disqualified
from unemployment compensation any individual who voluntarily
left his or her job without good cause attributable to the work or
the employer, is consistent with FUTA's requirement that a state is
not to deny unemployment benefits "solely on the basis of
pregnancy or termination of pregnancy.' 4 7  The plaintiff in
Wimberly had voluntarily left her employment because she was
pregnant.14' The employer did not guarantee the plaintiff
142. Catherine Crystal Foster, Unemployment Insurance For Low-Income
Families: New Challenges For Child Advocates, National Association of Child
Advocates, http://www.childadvocacy.org/unemplyl.htm#N-28 (July 1998).
143. Id.; Oxfeld Statement, supra note 15.
144. C. Foster, supra note 142; Oxfeld Statement, supra note 15.
145. See, e.g., ALA. CODE § 25-4-78(2) (2000); DEL CODE ANN. tit. 19, § 3315(1)
(2000); N.J. STAT. ANN. § 43:21-5(a) (2000); 43 P.S. § 802(b) (2000); BRODEN,
supra note 23, at 312-13.
146. 479 U.S. 511 (1987).
147. Id.
148. Id. at 512-13.
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reinstatement.14 9 When the plaintiff attempted to return to work,
her employer did not have any available positions; she then applied
for unemployment compensation."' Her claim was denied because
she left work without good cause "attributable to [her] work or to
[her] employer. '
The Court rejected the argument that 26 U.S.C. § 3304(a)(12)
requires states to provide unemployment compensation to women
who leave their job because of a pregnancy, but later satisfy the
"able and available" requirements.52 Instead, the Court held that
FUTA prohibits states from disqualifying a person from receiving
benefits solely because of a pregnancy or a terminated pregnancy."'
The Supreme Court flatly rejected the notion that § 3304(a)(12)
requires states to provide preferential treatment to pregnant
women.15 Providing unemployment compensation to persons
taking parental leave is no different than providing preferential
treatment to pregnant women.
D. State Unemployment Funds Will Be Drained
Many employers and industry leaders fear that BAA-UC will
rob the states of their unemployment funds.155 In a July 7, 1999
statement, Representative William Goodling (R-Pa.), former chair-
man of the House Education and the Workforce Committee and
Representative Cass Ballenger (R-N.C.), chairman of the
Subcommittee on Workforce Protections, stated, "The President
should not use the strong economy as an excuse to raid unemploy-
ment funds. '56 They also stated that using the unemployment trust
149. Id. at 513. Wimberly was decided prior to the FMLA's 1993 enactment.
150. Wimberly, 479 U.S. at 513.
151. Id.
152. Id. at 516.
153. Id. at 522.
154. Id.
155. Birth and Adoption Unemployment Compensation: Final Rule, 65 Fed.
Reg. 37,210, 37,214 (June 13, 2000) (Respondents believed the costs of BAA-UC
was too high); Oxfeld, supra note 15 ("[By] jeopardizing the solvency of state Ul
trust funds it threatens the 'safety net' for workers who lose their jobs."); Society
for Human Resource Management (SHRM), Fact Sheet- Unemployment
Insurance Expansion and Reform, http://www.shrm.org/government/factsheets/
fact-ins00.asp (July 2000) [hereinafter SHRM Unemployment Expansion Factsheet]
("Allowing the misdirection of unemployment benefits for family and medical
leave or other non-employment benefit purposes will shred the safety net that the
unemployment insurance system is designed to provide workers.).
156. Employment: House Republicans Denounce Clinton's Plan to Use
Unemployment Funds for Family Leave, BNA WASHINGTON INSIDER, July 8, 1999
("[Baby UI] could jeopardize the solvency of state unemployment insurance trust
funds." They also stated that the regulation conflicts with the sixty-five year old
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funds to finance paid family leave "will financially and
administratively jeopardize the unemployment compensation
system and those whom it sustains." '157 Representative Paul Ryan
(R-Wis.) echoed this sentiment in a congressional hearing
examining whether Congress delegates too much power to federal
agencies.'
In the Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, the Department of
Labor estimated costs for the program to range from zero to $68
million per year."9 The estimated costs have now grown to a range
from zero to approximately $196 million per year.'6 In order to
approximate the costs, the Department estimated that thirteen
states would enact BAA-UC legislation.16 ' However, if more than
thirteen states enact the BAA-UC legislation or if the economy
swings downward and the country goes into a recession,"' state
unemployment funds could be drained. In the past, Congress has
had to bail out state unemployment compensation systems that
were facing insolvency.'63 In 2000, fifteen state legislatures
considered paid parental leave programs." All fifteen legislatures
rejected the bills.' As of July 7, 2001, there were sixteen states'
66
considering implementing BAA-UC legislation.167  Between the
practice of interpreting FUTA as permitting unemployment insurance to only
those who are involuntarily jobless.).
157. Id.
158. Family Leave: House Republican Asks Justice to Probe DOL Plan to Use
UI Funds For Parental Leave, BNA EMPLOYMENT POLICY & LAW DAILY NEWS,
June 1, 2000.




162. The United States is currently facing a possible recession. See Consumer
Sentiment Report, 'Beige Book' Due, Los ANGELES TIMES, October 22, 2001, at
Business Part 3, Page 2; Key U.S. Economic Indicators Suffer Largest Fall Since
1996, DEUTSCHE PRESSE-AGENTUR, Oct. 22, 2001.
163. Employment: House Republicans Denounce Clinton's Plan to Use
Unemployment Funds for Family Leave, supra note 156.
164. Jerry Ackerman, AFL-CIO Pushes for Paid Leave for Parents Several
Work Issues Before Legislature, THE BOSTON GLOBE, Dec. 31, 2000, at G1;
Editorial, Families Changing; Government Must, Too, THE ATLANTA JOURNAL
AND CONSTITUTION, Nov. 6, 2000, at 16A.
165. Jerry Ackerman, AFL-CIO Pushes for Paid Leave for Parents Several
Work Issues Before Legislature, THE BOSTON GLOBE, Dec. 31, 2000, at Gi.
166. Arizona, Florida, Illinois, Kansas, Louisiana, Maryland, Massachusetts,
Minnesota, Nebraska, New Jersey, New Mexico, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Texas,
Vermont, and Washington. Unemployment Insurance: Paid Leave Initiatives-
2001, Department of Labor, http://workforcesecurity.doleta.gov/unemploy/chart
2001.asp (last modified Sept. 28, 2001).
167. Id.
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impending recession and the number of states considering enacting
the BAA-UC, it is likely that states' unemployment funds will be
drained causing Congress to bail them out.
IV. Conclusion
Although well intentioned, the BAA-UC regulation is not the
proper mechanism to provide paid parental leave. BAA-UC
provides unprecedented preferential treatment to persons volun-
tarily leaving their employment for personal reasons. By doing so,
the Department of Labor has departed from the sixty-five year old
requirements for unemployment compensation, namely, that the
claimant has lost her job through no fault of her own and is "able
and available" for work. Under the BAA-UC, people who are not
"able and available" for work can collect unemployment benefits
while they stay at home.
The Department of Labor claims that this experiment is
designed to see if the receipt of partial wage replacement while
taking parental leave results in long-term attachment to the
workforce.16 If this attachment materializes, the argument could be
made that providing any paid leave will assist in family bonding and
also increase a long-term attachment to the workforce. It is
foreseeable that BAA-UC could open the door to using unemploy-
ment compensation to provide paid leave for employees with other
family related reasons.
As I mentioned earlier, I support paid parental leave; however,
an agency regulation expanding unemployment compensation
coverage is not the proper method to achieve it. Congress should
either amend FUTA to provide for paid parental leave or it should
expand the FMLA.69  Although the Department of Labor
maintains that this is only an experiment, it is unknown what effect
it will have on the states' unemployment funds. The funds may be
drained prior to the end of the so-called "experiment."
168. Birth and Adoption Unemployment Compensation: Final Rule, 65 Fed.
Reg. 37,210, 37,211 (June 13, 2000).
169. The 107th Congress has attempted to expand the FMLA. In January 2001,
the Right Start Act of 2001 was introduced in both the House and Senate. The
Right Start Act of 2001, H.R. 265, 107th Cong. § 501-533 (2001); S. 18 § 501-533
(2001). The Act provides funds to states to establish paid family leave programs.
H.R. 265 § 502(1); S. 18 § 502(1). More specifically, the Act permits the Secretary
of Labor to award five-year grants to states that develop paid family leave
programs. H.R. 265 § 504(a); S. 18 § 504(a). It also permits the compensation to
be awarded through either unemployment insurance or disability insurance. H.R.
265 § 504(c); S. 18 § 504(c). Such legislation is the best way to expand the use of
unemployment compensation funds.
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Furthermore, there has been no opportunity, other than the sixty-
day comment period, for the public to voice its opinion. If states
are permitted to use the money in the unemployment trust fund, it
should be done through Congressional legislation rather than
Department of Labor rulemaking.
